
Altography
The photograph is violent... because on each occasion it fills the sight by force, and because in it 
nothing can be refused or transformed.

—Roland Bar thes, Camera Lucida



[I] The Big One (Numen)
23 February 1945 – Mount Suribachi, Iwo Jima, Japan

There, that's it—
fitted in a pipe, place the flag.
Takes six men to raise—
plus dozens more to bring ashore
and thousands still, to have had this hill—
but only one to capture.

Intact, aloft and rippling
in a silver Pacific wind,
we sure aren't gonna forget this
now. But what'll become of the moment,
when combat crashes on and night arrives?
Such an article of possession must be possessed.
Camera flash, then an impasse—in a boat
just touched down, the Secretary's got to have
one, but so does the Commander.
It won't stay either way, so
just to be fair, we'll do it once more.

And make it a bigger one, he says.
The battle? Naturally—a month more,
this island alone. No one said flying
the colors meant a war was won.
The bonds? Gosh—when all is shot
and secured, these boys will see the Series E
to billions in wrinkled bills.
The reaction back home? Overwhelming—
Stars 'n' Stripes, on the up! Not simply standing
around, with a gun in the foreground.

Yet it's too quick, a rash plan, a secondary
ceremony; new men beneath the bunting
and fresh hands behind the camera
(as Lowery's box didn't last
the ensuing squadron's strike;
the price of trying again was the process
behind the initial attempt).
So, same difference. But as a shutter steadies
atop clustered rocks, one sudden motion:
an arm's swing, a blind snap.
You don't come away
saying you got a great shot.
You don't know.

They'll know, though—most of 'em.
Frank and Strank and Block bite it



under their whipping emblem,
but the rest will live divided
between the first time and the best time.
Charles Lindberg flew
the smaller, but it's the bigger to remember.
I was called a liar
and everything else.

Yet it's thin, that mountain's Air:
debate rages over who really lifted,
but would anyone care
if it was Man One through Six and nothing
more who worked, from either angle?
The Ship of Theseus sailed into legend
with every piece discrete, since
it can take a temporal hallucination
or two to make a mighty fast memory last.

Hence, everyone gets a turn.
When the world's watching
and the enemy's closing in,
a perfect instant can come after the fact.
Mabel made the flag
and the earth was the Empire's.
The first one's the Commander's
and the second's the Secretary's.
The photo is a stamp, a statue,
a film fixture, a point of parody,
a Marine Corps sidebar ad on Facebook.
And now you—yes, you too!—can share
in the big moment, what ever
it was.



[II] The Way Back (The Rare)
5 June 1989 – Tiananmen Square, Beijing, People's Republic of China

A square.
Four tanks.
And, well, that lamppost
popping up like an errant head in a theatre,

but most importantly: that man! Alone,
bag in hand, he stands; black, white, and right
in front of the camouflage cavalcade.

How long, this concrete standoff?
Six seconds? Ten minutes? Two hours?
None, but only as long as you'll care
to consider your own protestations,
to decide if this silent street
makes a Mobius movie of frozen film
or if it's just a matter of time until
Xeno's game of chicken is broken
into a slice of paper with four fixed corners.
Patience and resistance sound the same
inside a frame.

He'll be taken, later;
fearful friends or angered agents, none can say.
I think... never killed.
But for now, the image is incredible, ideal:
a symbol of a struggle,
a snappy caption away from a dark cartoon.

One man. Four tanks. No one else.
It's a photo of a Life, Time.

Well, now this is a little earlier,
a little further out.
Yes, that's how it happened:
the scene is smog-green on gray and steel
stars, aligning up for a parade
without drums or music, moving in a slow
procession through a sole street.

The scale is actual, but the angle still artful.
So how many tanks
can you count? Wait for them to hatch,
because here's where playing chicken
and the eggs begins. Think:



are the lanes vacant for these machines in advance,
or was all hustle and bustle until the treads began
their thrum and rolling rumble?

Because thought draws a route
between concept and completion,
so like a penciled path that slowly slips
until collapse in an accidental valley,
the smaller alterations of an act
can't be captured without a mental click
to “Zoom Out.”

See, look: a ghost
of indecision, then action
in the tanks' angle atop an almost flawless flow:
they have moved to defuse him.
In blank space, the amazing:
a Kirlian clue to humanity.
Yet a few silent steps,
and he's brought them to a stop once more.

No, wait—this is the way it went:
ground level, where trees shoot
and ten-speeds tense up, as a faded fellow
bikes by, turning the flat glance
of someone passing a graveyard.
A splotch of shading: ochre bulldozer;
even as men in simple dress
duck and cover from the convoy's fire,
progress must be processed. This is business
as unusual.

While people run through the avenue,
what is running through his head?
“Save yourself, I'll hold them back”?
Or “What the hell, I might as well”?
Some have assumed him mad, in the aftermath
—there's no line behind him, that is.
But whatever his intent, this isn't an idle fight;
he waits, an emissary of reason and decision.
Sometimes we do things—or don't do things
that we can't easily explain.

So as we unwind this clock
for seeing, trace the way back
in attention, the question crops up
like a white and lightless lamppost:



when does the Event begin?
When does the ordinary
become Extraordinary?

The answer is afterward, when there's no way
we cannot grab the frame, say: “Oh, I know
what's going to happen,” even as reality
chafes away the Face of familiarity,
and life closes in on an idol.



[III] Crossbeam (Lucky Find)
13 September 2001 – New York City, New York, United States of America

A stone. A slant.
A mass. A mess.
A crew. A crane.
A cross? Hope,
or so some suppose.
The flag takes the role
of a thought bubble for this mourning,
and many more to come.

So what do we mean when we point
and praise “cross”?
How low can the horizontal slough
before we worship a “plus” like Pythagoras?
If those metal intersections had selected
to sear or snap, or bend in the blast,
then would we still treasure
a lone rod, a peace sign without a ring?

The World Trade Center
was built using prefabricated parts
which were bolted or welded together...
This process dramatically reduced
construction time and costs.

Like a bird of prey, symbols evolve,
and only the strong spread.
Such as the alphabet, where this is a t-beam,
or an I-beam. In any case, here it is again
in a lower case: gracing the crater
of a famous photo-op in its own right.
But what else is left?
Could a more profound find lie in this debris?
It's fortunate no-one holds devotion
for that series of three ashen streaks, to the side
(perhaps if Christ died upon a stranded raft?)
—those couldn't be as easy to erect.

One soul's serendipity is another's “So what?”
So when the case (glass or plastic) is nothing
without the display, it's just because
the reverse is true, too: the first photo taken
develops in the brain, and the exposure
time is however long you have to
rationalize, rational eyes
versus what hits deep and bright, somewhere
between Proust and superstition.



Then again, if fate is just chance with a hint
of significance, then chance is exactly that
after a camera comes out:
an opportunity, an occasion for retaining
the perfect confluence of perfection—
as defined by film threaded through the mind,
stringing secondhand stories of green flashes,
phantom orbs, and the Madonna on a sandwich.

No one is ever anything but the copy
of a copy, real or mental. Or metal.
A marvel might not carry composure
right away, but give it time—and space:
now, smoke shadows the silhouette
as it rises from a wound which bleeds
iron and asphalt.
A grace that is difficult
for anyone to understand.

Indeed, understanding is irrelevant:
taken to page, a shape's a shape, Tagg'd
with all it evokes. There's even less
rivets, spokes, or skewed sides
to alter the altar—as in three dimensions.
A found object to be reinvented.

And there's fortune in faith,
even if the four-leaf clover is an aberration.
No matter its truth, a belief can only strengthen
when its proof positive is embalmed, broken down
into basics, cremated
in negatives.



[IV] But Not Out of Mind (Prowess)
Late 2003 – Abu Ghraib Prison, Baghdad, Iraq

Tabloid or tableau?
No aspect is an accident:
Lynndie, light and lean,
mocks a man by her very grip
on an animal leash.
With subtle slack in the line, she's placid;
the punchline is: miss America
can tame the Middle East with ease,
shamed and straining on the floor.

Yet a lack of batteries, and then what?
Like quantum physics, it's anything whatever
the hour, and there could've been
no Event without adding Observation.
So maybe nothing, but we never know
if we never look, and then the Subject's either
alive or dead, here or there.
Don't like this? Look away, and as far
as you're concerned, it doesn't stay.

But if you're not still haunted,
another question: how many
people are in this picture?
Count “Gus” on the ground if you like—they don't,
twice-removed from respect through computer
code and nationalism.
But then Graner's presence pours
through the viewfinder, over England,
like the fluorescence above.
I did everything he wanted me to.
I didn't want to lose him.
You might as well be there; faceless,
an audience across time and time zones
to view a Private part with her future
in borderline pornography.
I don't know how the hell
these people got into our army.

Oh, though one more has escaped
the virtue of the frame:
Her name is Megan, Graner's love
on the side. “There she is!”
One foot in a broad hall can conceal
a lot, and as she watches on
this mundanity of brutality, Graner's
careful game is clear: take the shots,



let Megan warm the bench.

So in the trophy which results,
a blurry box preserves the prisoner's
dignity, and yet serves a point for Graner:
these guys are all faceless, the same naked
piles of filthy limbs.
But Megan is exposed, which goes to show
how priorities change when the photo departs
barbed wire and checkpoints;
on the front page, on TV, online—
the torturer's turns of telephone
can translate to their base explanation:
a failure of imagination
on every side of the lens.

For the record,
the definition of cognitive dissonance
is posing homosexual orgies
before meeting your secret sweetheart.

But what are we to do?
Whose deaths are not being shown?
They are, and are not, ours to know.
So hard to place the blame and rage
in one muted body, and so what
we'll do is crop it out, hide
righteous emotion.
No—to delimit
is inescapable, once the scene is seen;
even if so many more sit
invisible in the background, flashing
a thumbs-up: contracts, commanding officers,
Secretaries and senators—“higher ranks.”
Professional painsmiths.

Skilled with composition, yet an amateur
in love. He develops, digital,
but it's a hundred others who handle
the stage, out of sight.



[V] Dual Vision (Contortion)
9 July 2008 – A testing field and computer somewhere in Iran

It's a dazzling day in Iran,
as the clear cerulean atmosphere
slides against a gritty horizon.
The focus, of course, is those
thin missiles, leaving
palm tree plumes of sand and ash
as they sew, needle-point, the skyline
in unison.

The message comes in list form:
“Here's why you shouldn't
mess with us,”
Reasons One through Four,
with more under construction.
Look who's ready to join the club,
a new member of the League of Rockets
and Rights Violations!

A compelling assembly, for sure,
but what's this?
Enhance that
cloud in the middle; the dusty cluster
on the right is too alike its neighbor,
and no blow-up cuts so cleanly
as that diagonal drift to the left.
It seems the State has sent an extra
explosion with only an Enter key, a copy
of Adobe Suite.

The real is soon revealed,
and that last photograph retracts
from BBC, NYT, et al.
But with this ability
to augment any element, some say
“Hey, why not not five, or nine?”
Why didn't they just Photoshop
an entire army?

Because this is not an illusion
or even true elision, but allusion
to an Event intended,
a millisecond further in another,
more precise universe, were it not
for one malfunctioning truck
(from which, after all, these bursts emerge).



And we can laugh
at the lax craftsmanship—
warfare by Windows manipulation
—but no matter
has entered or left the frame.
Not changed, only rearranged
for an eventuality, an “almost”:
the firing of just one more,
achieved via double exposure
that can be caught with a cross of the eyes.

So do we fear for the broken blaster?
For the camera, catching a federal folly
that can be so readily retouched?
For a major military power playing pretend?

Or is it the reality of Photography:
that the Subject is always somehow doomed,
rendered forever dead?
If not by mortality, then immortality:
a Kodak concept, a Nikon icon
lying in a folder.
But propped up, with the proper
powdering, it can stand for whatever
we indirectly decide, given time,
as we become witnesses
of the Inactual.

Can the Referent repent
for its murder?
Only with an Alternative;
a fresh Face, a place to proclaim
a greater scope.
The contortion of a portion
can fracture central vision.

That has been,
the image will insist,
and history will presume it wholly true.
But wonder what the first one faintly missed?
A thought that goes: “I know...
But that won't do.”
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